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Quick How-To Guide 
Aditaur™ is a powerful tool that simplifies the process of conducting 

Online Behavioral Targeting audits of websites and their ad-delivery 

partners. 

 

 

Step 1: Login 

Visit www.aditaur.com and supply your credentials. After logging in you will be brought to the 

summary page of your user. This includes all past experiments, finished and active ones, as 

well as an option for launching a new experiment. (Figure 1) 

 

 
Figure 1 

 

Step 2: Create a new auditing job 

 

● Select one or more domains to audit for Online Behavioral Targeting (OBA), e.g., 

wsj.com, cnn.com, etc. (Figure 2) 

 

● Select the type of OBA to look for by choosing one or more demographic “Personas” to 

audit. (Figure 2) 
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Figure 2 

 

● You may select from a number of standard and user-defined Personas (Figure 3) 

○ Standard Personas follow Google AdWords taxonomy. 

○ User-defined Personas are specified by supplying the web-sites that the Persona 

visits, e.g., Persona ‘Kid’ is specified by supplying a list of cartoon, toy, and kid 

TV show web-sites. (Figure 4) 

 

 

Figure 3 

 

Figure 4 
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● Specify additional parameters: duration of experiment, number of visits during “training” 

phase, etc. (Figure 5) 

 

 
Figure 5 

 

● Launch job 

 

● Confirmation email is sent with the details of the submitted experiment. (Figure 6) 
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Figure 6 

Step 3: Reports and Analysis 

 

Once the experiment is completed, Aditaur sends a notification email with a unique link that 

allows the user to access the produced online reports. (Figure 7) 

 

 
Figure 7 

 

The user can use the information on these reports to discern whether OBA has taken place, in 
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which domains, and by which advertiser. A typical analysis may include the following steps: 

 

3.1 Inspect the Frequency report to check whether categories and topics relevant to the 

audited Persona appear frequently in the collected advertisements  
 

● Aditaur displays a list of most frequent Topics encountered on the collected 

advertisements as well as a comparison with the relative frequency of each Topic for a 

“Clean Persona” that has empty browsing history. (Figure 8) 
 

 
Figure 8 

 

● If a relevant Topic for the audited Persona appears high in the rank, then this is an 

indication of OBA.  
 

● If there is also a discrepancy with the relative frequency seen by the Clean Persona for 

the same Topic then OBA is even more likely. 
 

● In Figure 8 we see that advertisements with Topic “Apparel” appeared many times for 

Persona “Targeting” across various Audited Domains. This is already a sign of OBA 

since Targeting includes in its definition a large number of e-commerce and discount 

stores for clothes.  
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● Looking at particular Audited Domains, we see that ads placed by the retailer 

herringshoes.co.uk on the Audited Domain ecobolsa.com were related to 

Apparel 25 times.  
 

● In strike contrast to the above, a Clean Persona with empty browsing history that we 

executed alongside Targeting had 0 advertisements related to Apparel shown. This is a 

further indication of OBA around Apparel in this Audited Domain.  
 

● On the other hand, we see in Figure 9 that advertiser logitravel.com displayed 

approximately the same number of ads (9) related to Topic “Hotels & Accommodation” to 

both our Persona and the Clean one, on the Audited Domain eleconomista.es. This 

is a clear indication that such ads are displayed to all visitors; therefore they cannot be 

considered OBA. 

 

 
Figure 9 

3.2 Inspect the Similarity report to get more precise information on OBA such as: 

 

● Domain Μatches: See which web domains of the training set have placed 

advertisements in one or more Audited Domains. Domain matches are a clear indication 

of OBA and, in particular, of ad re-targeting, in which a user is shown ads from domains 

he visited in the recent past1. (Figure 10) 

 

● Topic Μatches: This metric captures behavioral targeting that goes beyond exact 

domain matching of a page in the training phase and on the collected ads.  
 

For example if a Persona pretends to be a child and visits children-related sites then 

under various types of behavioral targeting the Persona may collect children-related 

advertisements from domains that do not belong to any of the domains visited during 

training (these will be captured by the Domain Match metric). Such ads do not increase 

Domain Match still they are targeted. We capture such ads through Topic Match.  
 

Topic Match is calculated by listing all the Topics obtained during the visits to different 

pages during training phase and then looking for recurrence of the same Topics in the 

landing urls of collected advertisements.  
 

 

 

                                                
1 https://retargeter.com/what-is-retargeting-and-how-does-it-work 
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Figure 10 

 

Coming back to the previous example around the “Targeting” Persona, we see in Figure 11 that 

domain crocs.com displayed 2 advertisements on the Audited Domain esdiario.com. Both 

of these impressions carry the Topic Apparel and thus trigger several Topic Matches with 

domains in the training set of Persona “Targeting” such as herringshoes.co.uk, 

tuscanyleather.it, and gievesandhawkes.com. Such domains displayed 

advertisements as well and thus have accounted for both Domain and Topic Matches. The 

difference with crocs.com is that crocs.com is not part of the training set of “Targeting”, still it 

displays ads to “Targeting” but not to the “Clean” Persona, which seems to indicate OBA since 

“Targeting” appears to be a customer looking for Apparel and shoes in particular. 
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Figure 11 

3.3 Inspect the collected screen renders to verify visually the targeting insights gained 

from the Frequency and Similarity reports. 
 

● For each audited domain, Aditaur includes a thumbnail of the actual page that was 

rendered in each visit during the training phase. (Figure 12) 

 

 
Figure 12 
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● Click on the thumbnail to get a high quality render of the actual page. Verify visually 

which advertisers placed ads and where. (Figure 13) 

 

 
Figure 13 


